
 

 

 Kevin Laskey’s Almanac 
featuring Variant 6, Warp Trio & the Kevin Sun Quartet 

 A L B U M  P R O S P E C T U S  

  

 908-240-9504  A B O U T  T H E  P R O J E C T  

 laskeykc@gmail.com  

 Philadelphia, PA  A new 70-minute work for 
vocalists, classical 
instrumentalists, and jazz 
improvisers 

I. Palette/Inkjet 
II. A Patter Song 
III. Oystercatchers in Flight 
IV. Inviting a Friend to Supper 
V. The Gardener/Spelt from Sibyl’s Leaves 
VI. A Catalog of Clichés (for when there’s 
nothing left to say) 

 
https://klaskeymusic. 
wordpress.com 

 

  

    

 

 

 
 

 “The list is the origin of culture.” – Umberto Eco 

Out of the human penchant for list-making comes Almanac, an evening-length piece 
for vocalists and instrumentalists working with both fixed and improvised materials. 
Written specifically for the acclaimed ensembles Variant 6, Warp Trio, and the Kevin 
Sun Quartet by composer Kevin Laskey, Almanac explores the dual nature of almanacs 
as information compendia and prophetic texts. 

Premiered at The Jazz Gallery in New York City and on the Bowerbird concert series in 
Philadelphia in May 2019, Almanac is a major artistic step for all of the collaborators. 
The singers of Variant 6 reexamine the relationship between their vocal technique and 
personal creativity through different improvisational methods. The jazz improvisers in 
the Kevin Sun Quartet negotiate hurdles to their typical improvisational practice as 
they collide with the piece’s fixed elements. The instrumentalists of Warp Trio leverage 
their own omnivorous aesthetic to act as the ensemble’s binding agent. And composer 
Kevin Laskey examines how the written music can facilitate deep and satisfying 
connections between performers of diverse backgrounds. 

The music of Almanac careens through numerous styles, placing the ensembles’ varied 
performance practices in dialogue. Dark sibylline prophecies emerge from catalogic 
texts about colors and birds and foods and flowers. And despite its best efforts, this 
Almanac cannot completely predict its own fate. Confronted with unforeseen 
circumstances, the performers improvise, seeking an ordered conclusion from a flotsam 
of musical and linguistic clichés. 

This summer, the ensembles will head to Guilford Sound in Vermont to formally record 
the work, documenting a method for making music that embraces heterogenous voices 
and traditions. 

Listen to live recording of Almanac, performed at The Jazz Gallery 

Read an interview with the composer and performers from each of the ensembles 

Take a look at Almanac’s score 
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